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**DOG’S MOST WANTED**

**Reality Series (10 x 45’)**

Produced by: Dorsery Pictures and Entertainment by Bonnie and Clyde for WGN America

The FBI, the US Marshals, and every State throughout America have their ‘Most Wanted’ lists. Now celebrity bounty hunter Duane ‘The Dog’ Chapman is handpicking names from each of them to make a list of his own. After his wife Beth is diagnosed with terminal cancer, Dog decides to come out of retirement in an effort to help treat Beth with the one thing he knows will make her feel better: bringing fugitives to justice. At the beginning of each episode, Dog, members of his family and his ferocious team of hunters known as ‘The Dirty Dozen’ choose a criminal at large as their next target.

*Once we’ve heard what the fugitive did to earn their place on the list, the hunt is on!*

---

**Meat the Family**

**Entertainment Format**

Produced by: Spun Gold and Rise Films for Channel 4 (UK)

How much do we really know about the animals we put on our plates? Why would we eat a lamb, but not a dog? This no-nonsense, new social experiment series seeks four most-eating families worldwide the animal they most frequently serve for dinner into their homes for three weeks - from chicken and sheep, to pigs and even cows - to see if living with it as a pet makes it less palatable to eat! During the experiment, the families learn about animal welfare, farming and production, food processing, and the impact eating animals has on the environment and our health. At the end of three weeks, they are forced to make a tough decision: go vegetarian forever and send the animal to a sanctuary, or remain meat eaters and kill their new best friend.
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**CULT OF PERSONALITY**

**Factual Series (6 x 48’)**

Produced by: Big Media for Reelz (US)

Charles Manson. David Koresh. Jim Jones. Cult leaders whose twisted ideologies and horrific crimes have made their names synonymous with evil. The ability of these men to command devotion did not end with their imprisonment, or even necessarily with their deaths. Long after their convictions for kidnapping, abuse and murder, there are still those who choose to follow their warped teachings.

Over six episodes, each focusing on a different cult, the series looks at the lives and legacies of some of humanity’s most notorious cult leaders and asks how they were able to charm, manipulate, and abuse so many for so long, and why people are still drawn to them. A compelling look at unquestioning devotion.
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**Ancient Skies**

**Science + Knowledge (3 x 50’)**

With breathtaking CGI, beautiful landscape footage and some of the world’s most important astronomical artefacts, Ancient Skies looks at the cosmos through the eyes of our ancestors, and charts our changing views of the cosmos throughout history. We take a journey through past visions of the heavens from all over the world, from those of our earliest ancestors to the recent past. From hunter-gatherers to Edwin Hubble, we’ll see the myriad of ways that we have observed and imagined the heavens, and explain the science behind the things our ancestors sought to explain through mythology. Episodes: Gods and Monsters, Finding the Centre, Our Place in the Universe

Produced by: Impossible Factual in association with PBS and ZDF Enterprises

---

**Lost Kings of Bioko**

**Wildlife + Nature (1 x 50’)**

On the coast of Central Africa lies an isolated island, covered by pristine rainforest and surrounded by dark ocean waters, inhabited by a greater variety of species than nearly any other place on Earth: this terra incognita is called BIKOYO. The ruler of this realm is one of the world’s least-known primate species, the drill. This film explores the secret lives of these, including the nesting grounds of various sea turtles and the rugged coastline. We follow Motoku, an alpha male, and his family. The newest member of the group is little Spoti. Over the next few years he will learn the intricacies of the drill society - sometimes researchers will be learning with him as little is known about this monkey species. Perhaps he’ll someday become an alpha and rule over his own forested kingdom on the island.

Produced by: Delightful GmbH / NDR Naturfilm in association with NDR, WDR, ARTE, ORF, SVT and SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL